
Gymnastic • different ways of performing basic actions of travelling both on the floor and using 
activities apparatus 

• to link a series of actions both on the floor and using apparatus, and how to repeat them.

Dance • to develop control, co-ordination, balance, poise and elevation in the basic actions of
travelling, jumping, turning, gesture and stillness

• to perform movements or patterns, including some from existing dance traditions

• to explore moods and feelings and to develop their response to music through dances.

Key Stage 2 Pupils should be taught:
Games • to understand and play small-sided games and simplified versions of recognised

competitive games and individual games, covering invasion, striking/fielding and
net/wall types

• common skills and principles, including attack and defence in invasion,
striking/fielding, net/wall and target games

• to improve skills of sending, receiving, striking and travelling with a ball in the above
games.

Gymnastic • different means of turning, rolling, swinging, jumping, climbing, balancing and
activities travelling on hands and feet, and how to adapt, practise and refine these actions, both 

on the floor and using apparatus

• to emphasise changes of shape, speed and direction through gymnastic actions

• to practise, refine and repeat a longer series of actions, making increasingly complex
movement sequences, both on the floor and using apparatus.

Dance • to compose and control their movements by varying shape, size, direction, level, speed,
tension and continuity

• a number of dance forms from different times and places, including some traditional
dances of the British Isles

• to express feelings, moods and ideas, to respond to music, and to create simple characters
and narratives in response to a range of stimuli, through dance.

Athletic activities • to develop and refine basic techniques in running, throwing and jumping, using a
variety of equipment

• to measure, compare and improve their own performance.

Outdoor and • to perform outdoor and adventurous activities, in one or more different environments
adventurous

• challenges of a physical and problem-solving nature, using suitable equipment, whilst 
activities

working individually and with others

• the skills necessary for the activities undertaken.

Swimming • to swim unaided, competently and safely, for at least 25 metres

• to develop confidence in water, and how to rest, float and adopt support positions

• a variety of means of propulsion, using either arms or legs or both, and how to develop
effective and efficient swimming strokes on the front and the back

• the principles and skills of water safety and survival.
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Gymnastic Activities
Turning or rotating on three axes of body, one axis at a
time. Think of axis as a skewer through body.
Suggestions: 180° turns, forward rolls, cartwheels. 

Explore and develop different ideas for each axis. Devise
appropriate movement links from one movement to
another.

Games
Begin to introduce netball skills. Skill: Bounce-pass.
Push ball down, catch by spreading fingers and
snatching ball. Bring ball into body. Form circles of
seven children. Middle player uses a bounce-pass to each
other child in turn. Take turns to be middle player.
Devise variations on these movements, involving
bounce-pass.

Gymnastic Activities
Twisting as part of a balance, eg from a shoulder stand
balance, twist out into an over-the-shoulder roll. Explore
theme of twisting in movement, eg a twist from a jump,
etc. Collaborate with partner displaying to one another
twists out of balances and during movements. Copy and
adapt movements of other pairs. Join four different
twists together with linking movements.

Games
Skill: Chest-pass. Spread fingers around ball, with wrists
pointing at receiver. Step forward as ball is ‘pushed’
forward, aiming at receiver’s chest. Six children to face
seventh with ball. Seventh child gives chest pass to each
child in line. Use variations on this practice.

Gymnastic Activities
Introduce sequence: balance-twist-travel-jump-turn.
Initial example: shoulder stand into backward roll which
twists over one shoulder, run three paces, jump upwards
and do 180° turn. Allow time for individual practice and
then with partner. Criteria for evaluation: Have all
actions been performed? Does the sequence flow?

Games
Skill: Overarm pass. Hold ball at shoulder level on one
hand, using other hand to balance ball. Bend knees, push
ball forwards and upwards. Practice in pairs, increasing
rate of difficulty to five consecutive catches.

Gymnastic Activities
Make up own sequence for action phrase balance-twist-
travel-jump-turn. Aim for changes of level and speed.
Work individually and then with partner. Display
sequences to one another and adapt sequences of other
pairs. Criteria for evaluation: Did movement flow? Had
it all the actions? Was there a change of speed? Were
different levels used?

Games
Skill: Shooting. Work in pairs with four pairs in each
circle. Each pair stands inside goal third. One child in
each pair throws ball in air and says ‘Play!’. Partner runs
to catch ball and stops, then throws ball forwards and
upwards in turn. First child from each pair runs forward,
catches ball and shoots. Remainder of class to practice
overarm pass.
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Dance
The whole class are to be a factory. Each pupil has a
movement. This could be continuous or triggered by
some other part of the machine. Either use music or get
the children to make mechanical sounds. (You will need
a ‘Stop’ signal such as a whistle – it can be noisy!)

Outdoor & Adventurous Activities
Revise previous weeks activities. Allow pupils time for
free cycling in playground, five or six at a time, showing
awareness of space and avoiding others. Give pupils a
chance to display control by organising a series of slow
bicycle races. Mark out a course across playground.
Divide each heat into groups of three or four pupils. At
the command ‘Go!’, the children must start cycling. The
last child to reach the finish is the winner. Any child
who goes so slowly that he falls off or overbalances is out
of the race. Have an all-winners race as a finale.

Dance
Final performance week. What is the starting position?
How is the dance to end? Sudden switch off, going out
of control and blowing up, or one part goes wrong and
all other parts gradually stop?

Outdoor & Adventurous Activities
Devise another test for control of bicycles. Arrange an
obstacle course across the playground with skittles and
other obstacles dotted around. Give each pupil in turn
the chance to complete the course within a stated time.
There are no prizes for the fastest time. The aim of the
event is to show control. Make a list of pupils who get
from one side of the playground to the other without
touching or omitting any of the obstacles.

Dance
Music Ommadawn by Mike Oldfield, La Mer by Debussy,
The Engulfed Cathedral by Tomita. Pupils are to compose
a dance using the water cycle as inspiration. They will
start as bath water. Pupils mill around a confined space.
The water swirls around, hitting the sides of the bath.
The plug is pulled and they are gradually dragged to the
end of the bath and go down the plughole in an anti-
clockwise direction.

Outdoor & Adventurous Activities
Divide the pupils into groups. Ask each group to walk
around the exterior of the school and work out a bicycle
route, such that it will be possible to complete a circuit
on bicycles. Draw maps and show teacher their proposed
routes. When these have been completed and accepted,
each group in turn shows the rest of the class.
Afterwards discuss which were the most ingenious.

Dance
Following on from last week, pupils explore what
happens to their bath water once it has gone down the
plughole. They could develop a movement idea around a
water treatment plant, with the big sweeping arms of
the tanks. How do they get to the tanks? How many
tanks will there be? Where does the water go to now?
etc.

Outdoor & Adventurous Activities
Take the class on a tour of the locality. Equip pupils with
clip-boards, pencils and paper. Ask them to study the
amount of traffic in the region of the school. Afterwards
ask each group to draw a map entitled ‘Safe Cycling
Routes in Area’. Pose questions such as Which are the
best places for cyclists? Which are the most dangerous?
Are there any places near the school which would benefit
from having special paths for cyclists only? etc.
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Games
Begin to introduce children to cricket. For both sexes at
this age the commercial scheme Kwik Cricket is ideal,
with its specially prepared bats and balls, the
organisation which allows each pair of batters only two
overs and the constant changing of batting and fielding
sides. However, the skills and games described this term
may be played with normal cricket equipment as well.
Introduce the children to the size of the pitch, ideally 16
metres long, and explain the basic outline of the game.
Stand in a circle with a bat and ball, giving children
standing in a circle around the teacher the chance to
catch the ball and return it. Give them a number of
balls, put the children into pairs and ask them to
practice throwing and catching.

Athletic Activities
Revise athletics skills and games from Year 4, Week 25
onwards. Put children into groups. Ask them to make
up games involving jumping on one foot and then on
two feet.

Games
Revise cricket practice of previous week. Demonstrate
correct way of holding bat. The batsman should stand
with feet about 150 mm apart and parallel. One foot
should be on either side of the line known as the batting
crease. The knees should be slightly bent and the weight
distributed on the balls of both feet. The bat should be
grasped by the handle with the right hand underneath
the left and both hands just touching. The bat should be
placed behind the toe of the right foot with the batsman
looking over his left shoulder down the pitch at the
bowler. Allow children to practice this position, with
teacher checking and correcting. End session with
fielding practice.

Athletic Activities
Revise athletics activities from Year 4, Week 25
onwards. Ask different groups to make up and display
relay races involving jumping in and out of hoops.

Games
Revise cricket batting stance. Demonstrate to class the
forward defensive stroke. Lift the bat, exerting most of
the force with the left hand, keeping elbows clear of the
body. Place the left foot down the wicket to the left of
the flight of the ball. The bat follows through, face
forward. The right foot should stay inside the batting
crease and the left knee is bent and the bat inclined
forward, so that the ball does not pop up. Ask one child
to lob the ball so that it lands just in front of the
batsman in every pair. The child with the bat should
execute the forward defensive stroke. Practice and refine,
changing positions regularly. End session with throwing
and catching practice.

Athletic Activities
Revise and polish games and relays devised in previous
two sessions. Ask each group to devise and polish a
chasing game in which no one is allowed to come closer
than one metre to the child being chased.

Games
Revise batting stance and the forward defensive stroke.
Demonstrate basic bowling action. Run up to bowling
crease. At the moment of delivery the right foot is
turned sideways. The bowling arm is brought over, the
weight transferring to the front foot. The bowling arm
must be kept straight, while the ball is released from the
highest point reached by the arm in the action of
delivery. Put children in pairs, bowling to one another,
practising and refining action. End with catching and
throwing practice.

Athletic Activities
Throwing practice. Put pupils in pairs. One child runs
towing hoop on rope while second child tries to throw
bean bag into hoop as it moves. Change positions.
Revise and polish previous week’s chasing game. Make
up a game which can be played by two involving a hoop
a bean bag and a piece of rope.
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